
The Challenge of Religious Extremism: 

Understanding and Response

From Understanding to Response: The Christian’s Challenge

A Personal Quest

Two sides of the Coin of Interreligious Relations



Positive Side of the Coin

 The Church and Other Faiths (2010)

 Understanding Interreligious Relations (2013)

 Being Open, Being Faithful (2014) 

 Christian Engagement with Islam (2017)











Negative Side of the Coin



Recapitulating Religious Extremism: 

From text to ideology

 Scriptures contain image, model, example BUT

 How are these received & understood? 

 Lens of interpretation:

 Narrow overriding focus on negatives (Absolutism) vs.

 Applying a wider lens of theology & spirituality 

 re primary motifs (Absolute Values) of Divine-Human 

relationship 



Religious Extremism Matrix:

 Absolutism in respect to:

 Referential texts that support

 Exclusivist Ideology and

 Impositional Action

 rhetorical – speech-act behaviours 

 physical – vandalism; violence; elimination

 manifesting:

 Rejection of Diversity (‘Others’ not like us…)



What can be/ is being done about it?

 Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) –

 Security & Surveillance

 Education & Re-education

 Community engagement

 Theological / Religious Analysis

 Religious Diversity & the Problem of Exclusivism

 Diversity Affirmation & Theologies of Pluralism 



Problem of Exclusivism: 

Paradigms of Rejection

 Material identity of a particular religion (or form of 

that religion)

 with the essence and substance of true universal 

religion as such

 thereby excluding all other possibilities

 Thus = ‘Only Right One’



Classic Christian 

Salvific-eschatological Exclusivism

 militant and triumphant 

 only one way to God

 extra ecclesiam nulla salus

 eternal damnation without gospel 

salvation



Variant Exclusivisms:

 Open exclusivism

 relationship, but without change

 Closed exclusivism

 sectarian isolation; withdrawal

 Extreme exclusivism

 hard-line rejectionist; oppose & attack



Inclusivism: 

Paradigms of Incorporation

 Effective identity of a particular religion 

with the universal

 with some allowance made for others

 Thus = ‘Only Fully Right One’



Two Christian Inclusivisms

 Ubiquitous Incognito Inclusivism 

 Doctrine of ‘Anonymous Christianity’

 Implicit Fulfilment Inclusivism

 Christocentric doctrine 

 Destiny of all fulfilled ultimately in Christ only



Religious Pluralism:

Paradigms of Diversity Affirmation

Pluralism embraces plurality positively and self-

reflexively, thus –

 Religions as singular identities within plural ‘whole’

 Implying Relativities of ‘Rightness’

Essential idea –

 ‘Multiplicity of Particular Expressions of that which is 
deemed to be Universal’ thus:

 Co-equal validity of expression (narrative & being)

 Suspend judgment on meaning (metaphysics & belief)

 Compare and contrast like for like (phenomenology)



Pluralism: A Key Question 

 If there is but one God, how is it there are so 

many religions? (Kenneth Cracknell)

 What does it mean for relations with religious 

‘others’?

 Rivalry?

 Tolerance?

 Cooperation?

 Fellow-travelers?

 Respect & acceptance?



Common-point Pluralism (John Hick)

Common Ground Pluralism –

 Contextualised Variable Expressions of/from a 

Universal Source

Common Goal Pluralism –

 Variety of Salvific Paths leading, or drawn to, a 

Universal Goal



Ethical Pluralism (Hans Küng)

 Future of humanity requires global ethic 

and universal action

 Meaning -

 ‘No world peace without peace between the 

religions’ 

 ‘No peace between the religions without dialogue 

between the religions’



Commensurable Pluralism

Complementarity Holistic Pluralism –

 Complementary Particular Expressions which 

together comprise the Universal Whole

Dynamic Parallel Pluralism –

 Parallelism of religious phenomena

 A ‘phenomenological theology’



Responses to Religious Diversity

The religious exclusivist advocates a form of direct 

isolation: 

 Community of truth versus

 Communities of falsehood

The religious inclusivist allows a measure of validity 

elsewhere, but

 Only one religion fully contains/expresses the 

Universal Truth



Responses to Religious Diversity

Prospects for religious pluralism

 Religious plurality affirms diversity:

 Resists isolationist exclusivism & imperial inclusivism

 Affirms validity of expression

 Engages in dialogue over meaning

 Allows for addressing common concerns

 Combats extremist tendencies



Some Theological Considerations

 A biblical basis for diversity affirmation: 

Two key texts:

 “You shall not bear false witness against 

your neighbour”

 “You shall love your neighbour as yourself”



You shall not bear false witness…

 9th commandment implies affirming the 

‘other’ 

 Agape (love) does not bear false witness 

 Bearing true witness is itself an act of 

respectful love (agape) of neighbour 



Classic counter-text: John 14:6

 The ‘way to the Father’ is through ‘Jesus, the Son’

 But –

 Multi-layered context of the text

 Farewell discourses; proto-trinitarian format

 Not as ‘excluding’ as often assumed

 Rather an affirmation of Christian uniqueness –

proper sense of ‘exclusive’ relationship to God as 

Father

 Does not vitiate other ways to God, not as Father



Some key questions for today:

1. To what extent do the ideologies / theologies and 

behaviours of the followers of any religion collude 

with or counter contemporary withdrawals into 

communities of isolation; withdrawals that can 

lead to extremism and even terrorism?



Key questions for today:

2. What model is employed, within and by any 

religion, to contend with inescapable plurality –

the fact of religious diversity and difference 

both within and between religions?



Key questions for today:

3. How may the religions enable the triumph of 

their own life-affirming values over the 

contemporary tendency from within their ranks 

to arrogant assertions of life-constraining or life-

destroying values and ideologies?



Absolute Values Not Absolutism:

 Judaism – Co-Creatorship & Justice

 Islam – Compassion, Mercy & Justice

 Christianity – Love, Grace & Justice

 Justice born of common affirmation:

 Love God & Love Neighbour found within

 Torah, Gospel & Qur’an



Finally …

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks has observed that 

 ‘great responsibility now lies with the world’s religious 

communities. Against all expectations, they have emerged in 

the twenty-first century as key forces in a global age’.

 ‘Religion can be a source of discord. It can also be a form 

of conflict resolution. We are familiar with the former; 

the second is far too little tried. 

 Yet it is here, if anywhere, that hope must lie if we are to 

create a human solidarity strong enough to bear the strains 

that lie ahead..’


